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This Multiplayer Expansion aged really badly and the gameplay is not fun imo, unlike the original Half Life, dont recomend this
unless you can get it for free by buying one of the Half Life 2 Games.. Cool title, but you would be better off, for online
presence, Half Life 2 DM. Cool title, Awesome gameplay, just noone to really team up with.. Beyond broken *because 2013
update and still not fixed by community* and stupidly fun somehow. I prefer the original HL by far but this could be literally a
sh*tposting game because of how dumb & fun it can be. There should be a bit more people, but not much. Never, EVER play
this seriously, if you do, you are stupid. And always remember, dodge those MP5 grenades, and that it crashes more than a
horny thot.. Beyond broken *because 2013 update and still not fixed by community* and stupidly fun somehow. I prefer the
original HL by far but this could be literally a sh*tposting game because of how dumb & fun it can be. There should be a bit
more people, but not much. Never, EVER play this seriously, if you do, you are stupid. And always remember, dodge those
MP5 grenades, and that it crashes more than a horny thot.. This Multiplayer Expansion aged really badly and the gameplay is not
fun imo, unlike the original Half Life, dont recomend this unless you can get it for free by buying one of the Half Life 2
Games.. Cool title, but you would be better off, for online presence, Half Life 2 DM. Cool title, Awesome gameplay, just noone
to really team up with.. u015eimdi u00f6ncelikle bu oyuna 18,50u20ba fazla baya. Bir kere serverler bou015f, Oyun bir dm
oyununa gu00f6re inanu0131lmaz yavau015f sadece grafik au00e7u0131su0131ndan baya iyi fakat oyun inanu0131lmaz
monoton bir dm oyununa gu00f6re. Tavsiyem HL1 DM oynamanu0131zdu0131r.. u015eimdi u00f6ncelikle bu oyuna
18,50u20ba fazla baya. Bir kere serverler bou015f, Oyun bir dm oyununa gu00f6re inanu0131lmaz yavau015f sadece grafik
au00e7u0131su0131ndan baya iyi fakat oyun inanu0131lmaz monoton bir dm oyununa gu00f6re. Tavsiyem HL1 DM
oynamanu0131zdu0131r.
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